There is a great deal of important content in this edition of our PrintStockWatch, and
I encourage you to review it...Deluxe, RRD and Quad all released Q2-FY'22 earnings
this week.
If you cannot get to it today/this weekend/next week, it will be posted on the PSW
website with a "link" to review at another time, and "links" will be provided in the next
several PSW editions.
The market gained +77 points on the day to close at 32,803...our PrintStockWatch
continues to lag way behind the Dow and is down -29.3% YTD.
Below is all the "news" from the Wonderful World of Print this week...enjoy (and learn) !

Since there seems to be a great deal of "confusion" about Deluxe Corporation and in
particular its Safeguard Division, I thought these excerpts from either DLX's Press
Release or 10K from 2021 might be of interest.
First off, Deluxe's (NYSE: DLX) Earnings for Q2 and the first six (6) months of
2022: PRESS RELEASE

Deluxe now has four (4) "Segments" and its Safeguard Division is housed along with
some other entities within "Promotional Solutions" (and further divided between two
"sub-segments"):

As you can see, "Promotional Solutions" + "Checks" (ie: "print") account for
~$1.3Bil (annualized) in Revenue (ie: 57.5%) and "Checks" still produce the "lionsshare" of DLX's EBITDA.

We are most impressed that RRD (now back under Tom
Quinlan's leadership) continues to publish its financial results in light of the fact it is no
longer a public company...not sure how long this will continue, but it is nice to see how
RRD is doing! Make sure you look at "adjusted" EBITDA...
R.R. Donnelley's Q2 and six (6) month results for FY2022: PRESS RELEASE
Quad's (NYSE: QUAD) Q2 and six (6) month results for FY2022: PRESS RELEASE

We are still trying to get some clarification as to why Depreciation is not included in Cost
of Goods Sold for either company...
We have also asked why the Gross Margin %'s (including Depreciation) for both
companies are very low...RRD's is 17.1% and Quad's is just 14.6%.

Have a great first weekend of August...be sure to enjoy your families! The "dog days"
of Summer are just about over (July 3rd-August 11th)!
Jim Anderson
Founder & Publisher
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